
 

Who is she? What has she done? What has happened? 
 

FILL IN THE BLANKS WITH THE RIGHT WORDS FROM THE BOX BELOW 

 

DOG CHRISTMAS ALWAYS LIKES BESIDE 

TOP SNOWED FOLLOWED PULLS HAS 

 

Recently, it _________ snowed in Maria's town. In the last week, it has snowed 

three times. Maria has _____________ loved the snow. She has played in the 

snow many times before.  

 

Maria's _________, Sparky, has never played in the snow. This is Sparky's first 

snow. He __________ not felt the cold yet.  

 

Maria has just received a new sled for _____________. She puts on her warm 

clothes and snow boots. She ____________ the sled up the hill. Sparky has run 

outside with Maria. Sparky has ______________ Maria up the hill. He feels good! 

 

Maria has finally reached the __________. She sits on her sled. She rides down 

the hill. Sparky runs  ____________ the sled. They have finally reached the 

bottom. Sparky has followed Maria all the way down the hill. Sparky has decided 

that he ___________ the snow too! 

 

A. ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS. USE THE PRESENT PERFECT 

TENSE.  

1. Recently, where has it snowed? How many times has it snowed there in the last 

week? 

_____________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________  



2. Has Sparky ever played in the snow before today? What has Maria received for 

Christmas? 

_____________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________  

3. Where has Maria taken her sled? Who has followed her? 

_____________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________  

B. Rewrite the following sentences  

Examples for the sentence “Nick has broken the glass.”  

Negative: Nick has not broken the glass.  

Yes/No Question: Has Nick broken the glass?  

WH-Question: Who has broken the glass?  

1. Maria has always loved the snow.  

Negative: _____________________________________________________ 

Yes/No Question: ______________________________________________  

WH-Question: _________________________________________________  

2. Maria has just received a new sled for Christmas  

Negative: _____________________________________________________  

Yes/No Question: ______________________________________________  

WH-Question: _________________________________________________  

3. Sparky has followed Maria all the way down the hill.  

Negative: _____________________________________________________  

Yes/No Question: ______________________________________________  

WH-Question: _________________________________________________  



 

Who are they? What have they been doing? 

 
 
 

 FILL IN THE BLANKS WITH THE RIGHT WORDS FROM THE BOX BELOW.  

TIME EMPLOYEE HAS WEEKS 

STAYS BEEN TRAVELS YEAR 

AT OF   

    

 

Marcus ___________to Los Angeles a lot for work. In fact, he has been traveling to 

Los Angeles once a month for over a year. Every ___________ he travels to Los 

Angeles, he _________ at the same hotel. He likes the service at this hotel. He 

has been staying at this hotel at least 5 days every month for over a __________.  

 

Marcus's favorite _______________ at the hotel is Benjamin. Benjamin has been 

working ________ this hotel for 2 years. He usually works as a bellhop, but lately 

he has been training for a new job.  

 

For the past 2 ____________, Benjamin has _________ training to become the 

assistant manager of the hotel. Marcus is proud ________ Benjamin because he 

knows Benjamin __________ been working hard the last 2 years. 

Exercises 

 A. Answer the following questions. Use the Present Perfect Progressive 

tense.  

1. How often has Marcus been traveling to Los Angeles? About how many 

days a month has Marcus been staying at this hotel? 



_____________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________  

2. For how many years has Benjamin been working at this hotel? What has 

he been doing lately? 

_____________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________  

3. Why is Marcus proud of Benjamin? 

_____________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________  

B. Rewrite the following sentences. 

 Examples for the sentence “Walter has been washing the car for 30 minutes.”  

Negative: Walter has not been washing the car for 30 minutes.  

Yes/No Question: Has Walter been washing the car for 30 minutes?  

WH-Question: Who has been washing the car for 30 minutes?  

1. He has been staying at this hotel at least 5 days every month for over a 

year.  

Negative: _____________________________________________________  

Yes/No Question: ______________________________________________ 

 WH-Question: _________________________________________________  

2. He has been training for a new job.  

Negative: _____________________________________________________  

Yes/No Question: ______________________________________________  

WH-Question: _________________________________________________  

3. Benjamin has been working hard the last 2 years. 

 Negative: _____________________________________________________  

Yes/No Question: ______________________________________________   

WH-Question: _________________________________________________  

 


